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1 Introduction 

1.1 This background paper describes the high level approach taken in preparing school roll 

forecasts for primary and secondary schools in Highland. It describes the basic 

methodology used and changes introduced to the processes to improve transparency 

and ease of use of the forecasts. 

1.2 The existing school roll forecasting methodology has been iteratively developed over 

several decades with improvements and adjustments to account for circumstances in 

Highland. Given the school capacity pressures experienced in recent years, Highland 

Council’s Development and Infrastructure - Information and Research department, 

together with Care and Learning, took the opportunity to look afresh at the 

forecasting process. This research has informed the 2017/18 School Roll Forecasts and 

the preparation of the draft Developer Contributions Supplementary guidance 

(consultation 2018).  

1.3 It has been recognised that there is a need for a simplified approach to determining 

the effect of residential development on the school estate. In preparing the forecasts, 

a key consideration was the usability of these forecasts to easily identify all 

anticipated residential developments which feed into the forecasts and undertake 

development scenario modelling. This information is critical for effective planning of 

the school estate and assessing Local Development Plan site allocations as well as 

individual development proposals. 

1.4 An integrated primary and secondary school Excel spreadsheet based approach has 

been developed to give confidence in school roll forecasting. A baseline forecast is 

updated and published annually, which also acts as a template that can now be used 

for modelling future school rolls based on testing various potential development and 

school estate management scenarios. 

2 Input Datasets and Factors 

2.1 A key factor in school roll forecasting is a detailed and accurate assessment of the 

likely residential build-out timescales for new developments. The annual Housing Land 

Audit (HLA) provides this base information. Since 2016, the HLA has been prepared in 

parallel with the creation of the annual School Roll Forecasts. In addition to 

programmed build out rates for Local Development Plan site allocations, allowance for 

smaller scale ‘windfall’ development sites is also applied to the forecasts. This windfall 

rate is based on the prevailing average for the primary school catchment in the 

previous two years. The build out and delivery of multiple residential developments, 

which often take place within a similar timeframe, contribute to cumulative pressures 

on the school estate. 
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2.2 The ratio of additional pupils expected to derive from newly constructed housing (the 

Pupil Product Ratio or PPR) is the major influence on increasing school rolls. The rates 

used in Highland are 0.3 primary pupils and 0.13 secondary per new home. These 

figures are comparable with those used across many Scottish Local Authorities and 

have been found to be accurate and reliable as recently assessed and reported in the 

School Pupil Product Ratio Review, prepared by The Highland Council - Information 

and Research, September 2017. 

2.3 Forecasts are informed by an annual school pupil census, combined with information 

on current school capacities to provide the baseline and start point for forecasting and 

roll pressure analysis.  These are provided by Care and Learning and are updated 

regularly to comply with the latest legislation and regulatory requirements.  

2.4 Pre-school year group values are populated using GP registration figures supplied by 

the NHS, to identify children which are not yet of school age.  These will be included in 

the calculation of future P1 intakes for Primary Schools. 

2.5 A significant exercise was undertaken in 2017 to increase the accuracy of pupil flow 

modelling.  We analyse the current flow of pupils attending schools outwith their 

catchment area school to determine future roll adjustments from Placing Request 

applications, as well as calculate intake numbers for Gaelic and Denominational 

schools.   

3 Methodology 

3.1 Once the input datasets have been refreshed with the latest values, the spreadsheet 

can be used to forecast school rolls for the next 15 years.  As a baseline, each 

projection sheet shows the number of pupils in each year group for the current school 

year.   

3.2 For every additional year to be forecast, the number of pupils expected in each year 

group will be updated to take account of the influences from the various input 

datasets, including additional pupils from new housing development completions.   

3.3 Using the residential development information, estimated build out rates are 

aggregated by primary catchment and an updated windfall contribution is added to 

give a year by year additional housing count for each.  These values are combined with 

the Pupil Product Ratios to predict the number of additional pupils expected per 

school for each year forecast. 
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3.4 These anticipated new housing yields are combined with expected Placing Request 

numbers and are used to adjust the pupil numbers moving through the education 

system.  Primary School P1 rolls are based on the Pre-school figures collected from the 

NHS and Secondary School S1 rolls use the product of last years Primary P7 pupils.  All 

other Primary and Secondary year groups are based on the number of pupils expected 

to progress through from the previous school year.  Adjusted year group figures for 

each projected year are displayed alongside baseline roll figures. 

3.5 Total school rolls forecasted are reported against school capacities to highlight current 

and future school’s capacity constraints or where schools have excess capacity. 

 

4 Outputs 

4.1 Forecasts are aggregated into a single summary sheet for each Associated School 

Group (ASG) and published annually via the Highland Council’s Website.  From 2018, 

we will also be publishing mid-year update sheets to reflect any significant changes to 

the school estate. 

4.2 The published School Roll Forecast is used internally as a baseline to enable effective 

management of the school estate and forms an essential part of the Council’s 

evidence base for informing planning decision making. 
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